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for entrance, the language is still
difficult for them. They take
English as a Second Language and
have assigned, student tutors to
help them with their work. Of his
assigned tutoring time, Tuan says,
"Officially, it is five hours a week;
usually it is much more."
Though the studies are difficult,
each of these students is glad to
be at Oordt. Su Tran, who spent
two years in a refugee camp in
Thailand, says, "I am still surprised
that I am actually going to an
American college. The people are
so nice. At Oordt, every subject is
interrelated to the Bible; you hear
about God and Christ in every
class. It is very nice."
The new-found faith of these
Vietnamese students is obviously
very important to them, giving a
sense of purpose and stability in
their new lives. They are very intent
on serving the Lord and are not
hesitant to express their faith in
their conversation or lifestyle. Thu
Phong was converted, she says,
while on the five-day boat trip
escaping from Vietnam. "Ouring a
strong storm on the boat, I felt I
would die at any moment. The boat
was about to smash to bits. I began
to pray to God. I didn't believe in a
god, but I heard about God in the
camp, so I prayed anyway. I prayed,
'God, if you spare my life, I'll wor-
ship you.' God spared my life so
this is my promise. I worship Him."
Others had similar experiences.
That faith along with a sense of
determination and industriousness
typical of Vietnamese people helps
them through the difficult adjust-
ment to another culture. Most of
the Vietnamese students left fam-
ily in Vietnam when they escaped.
Tuan's mother and younger brother
very recently escaped from a
refugee camp in Thailand to join
his father and brother who have
The nine Vietnamese sludents meet together regularly with minorities coordinator
Rachel Raih to discuss problems that may arise while studying at Dordt.
Now well Into her second semester at Doreft, Ngoc Tran works hard and enjoys her
, studlea.
been in California for some time.
His older sister still lives in
Vietnam with her family.
Memories of life in the camps
where living conditions were
cramped and food was scarce re-
main close. And they miss their
families very much. Thu says, "I
write to them often, but I don't
receive many letters back because
it's so expensive for them. I miss
my family very much and don't like
to be reminded of them. It hurts me
especially when I see families
together." •
Although all of the students
miss their families and have
unpleasant memories of the camps
and boat trips they endured, they
see their experiences as stepping
stones to America and are glad to
be here. One of their first contacts
was with the Vietnamese Christian
Reformed Church in GardenGrove,
California. There they heard about
Oordt College from their pastor
and from Oordt alumnus AI
Bandstra. Bandstra, a teacher in
Pella, Iowa, who spent time during
the summer of 1985 teaching
English to the refugees at the
Garden Grove church, encouraged
these young people to come to
. Oordt.
Although there are still many ad-
justments to come, there are few
regrets. When asked what living in
the United States meant to them,
Thu Phong contemplated a mo-
ment and then simply stated, "It's
freedom."
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Vietnamese freshmenadapt to Dordt
Nine of Oordt's freshmen have
gone through much more than the
average student to get to Oordt
College. Not long ago, they were
living in Vietnam,hoping to escape
the Communist-controlled country.
Thu Phong Nguyen recalls that
when the communist government
took over, her parents weren't per-
mitted to work anymore. Officials
took her parents' money and gave
back what they felt was sufficient
for their needs. "My father said,
'You need a future.' I knew I could
never work in Vietnam. I would
always be serving the
government." So she decided to
escape.
Nineteen year old Tuan Huynh
also wanted a future: "I escaped
because the communists would
force me to join the army and I
would die in ball/e."
Ngoc Tran was a pre-medical
student in Vietnam. "My studies
were cut off when the communists
came," she says. Now, at twenty-
nine, she is again'taking pre-med
The new-found faith of
these Vietnamese
students is obviously
very important to them,
giving a sense of
purpose and stability in
their new lives.
courses, this time in English. She
hopes' to' tlecbme 'a' pedlatrtclan
and work in a needy country.
But studying at Oordt isn't easy
for these students. Though they all

















Students today grow up ina
world that is increasingly smaller.
Americans can listen to Mikhail
Gorbachov address the American
people, see South African students
demonstrate against their govern·
ment, observe the effects of
famine in Ethiopia, follow the elec-
tion in the Philippines. Events hap-
pening all over the world are part of
their daily lives.
As the world becomes more of a
global village, we have a respon-
sibility to learn what we can about
HaHuynhandChristinaNguyenboth
came to Dordt second semester.
other peoples and cultures, says
Dr. Kornelis Boot, chairman of
Dordt's International·lntercultural
Education Committee. "Christ's
kingdom is world-wide," says
Boot. "If we are to heed God's call
to bring the gospel to the utter-
most parts of the earth and do
good to all men, especially those
of the household of faith, we must
become more international in our
sensitivities and curriculum."
Students today have many op-
portunities to serve their- brothers
and sisters in other cultures. Tradl-
tionally, students have joined
foreign mission or church-related
relief efforts. Within the last few
years, several Dordt graduates
haveworked for one or two years in
such countries as China or
Honduras.
Also in the last several years, ln-
creasing numbers of people from
other cultures have become part of
Reformed churches and corn-
munities. "Internationalizing our
education will give us a better
understanding and acceptance of
people whose customs and at-
titudes can be very different from
ours," says Boot.
The International·lntercultural
committee at Dordt, is considering
several ways to help prepare
students for lives of service in this
world-wlde kingdom of God. The
committee is investigating ways to
enhance faculty members' training
to enable them to raise con-
sciousness in their .teaching. The
curriculum is being examined to
ensure that this sensitivity
becomes - part of individual
courses. Admission policies,
special programs, support services
and financial assistance programs
for foreign students are also being
developed.
At present, several programs are
already in place that support the
work of the committee. Dordt of·
fers three study abroad programs
ThangDotindshemustspendmanyhour.stUdyingto keepupwithhiswork.Although
he and the others are committed and industrious, the language is still a barrier at times.
set in other countries. The arrival Huq-a-Llnqulst Day have regularly
of several Vietnamese students introduced students to customs
this year has meant offering and languages of other countries.
English as a Second Language. However, as important as many
Recently, the college hired a part- of these events and programs may
time Coordinator of Services for be for increasing awareness and
Minority and International sensitivity, it is in livinq and work-
Students to assist international ing with lnternatjonal students that
students in their cross-cuttural ad- real growth and understanding oc-
justment. The foreign language curs. With several Vietnamese
department, for some years students now studying at Dordt,
already, has sponsored events that Boot feels that students who take
heighten awareness of other the time to reach out to them will
cultures. International Day and find their lives enriched.






This workshop is designed to help elemen-
tary and secondary teachers fill in a major
gap in language arts instruction. Through a
review of research in listening, this
workshop will make teachers aware of the
research which has been done in listening.
They will review materials available for the
teaching of listening on all levels. Par-
ticipants will design objectives, lessons,
and methods in listening instruction and






The course is designed for those whose in-
terests in writing-Iie- especially in the en-
vironment of the small town. Through an
assigned reading list, the students will ex-
plore rural life through the eyes of fiction
writers. The assigned readings will serve as
a base, however, as students work on their
own writing. Significant time will be provid-
ed, both for writing itself and for workshops
which allow students to share their work
with each other.
For more information write Abraham H. Bos,






Through workshops and individual con-
ferences wifh the instructor, students will
sharpen their skills ar producing
publishable work. In addition, the class will
become familiar with many publications,
both Christian and secular, which presently
accept submissions from free-lance writers.
The class will practice several of the most
marketable writing forms-personal essay,
ancedote, meditation, poetry, soap-
box-and discuss their work with each
other. Significant time will be given for work
on individual work; students should come
prepared to write during the week of the
workshop.
From the President. ..
Three years ago A Nation at
Risk was published, pointing out
the need for upgrading the quality
of our nation's school system.
This study stated, among other
things, that colleges should
assist grade schools and high
schools in improving their pro-
grams. The study's suggestions
might well be describing the kind
of assistance which Dordt has
long sought to provide the many
fine Christian schools it serves.
From the beginning there has
beena close association between
Dordt College and the Christian
grade schools and high schools
belonging to Christian Schools
International. One of the primary
reasons for Dordt's establish-
ment was to train teachers for our
Christian schools. And now,
throughout the United States and
Canada, there are Dordt
graduates who are serving with
distinction on the staffs of our
Christian schools.
These teachers are graduates
of an education department
which is an important part of
Dordt~ academic program. In all
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of our departments we seek to
equip our students with a Be-
formed, biblical perspective. But
this is especially important in the
education department, because
here we are teaching young peo-
pie to teach others in light of
God's word.
As Dordt matured it sought ad-
ditional ways to serve the needs
of Christian schools, primarily by
providing in-service training for
Christian school teachers. Ap·
proximately ten years ago Dordt
began, on a regular basis, to send
individual professors and groups
of faculty members to conduct
conferences and workshops for
in-service teachers. More recently
this activity has been supervised
by the Studies Institute. The B.J.
Haan Lecture Series and the
research it makes available to
teachers is yet another arm of
Dordt's outreach. Presently,
Dordt is also considering other
ways to serve and support Chrls-
tian schools and its teachers.
By these actions Dordt is not
suggesting that the programs in
our Christian schools are inferior
to other schools. In fact, we can
be 1hankful for and proud of our
Christian schools. But Dordt
College does want to serve our
schools and teachers-not only
to raise the quality of education,
but also to secure the biblical
perspective according to which
the various subjects are being
taught.
Dordt's commitment to
Christian education is part of its
identity. Today much emphasis is
placed upon the Importance of
identity. Identity is Important for
persons, if they are -to have a
sense of well·being; it is lmpor-
tant for businesses, if they wish
to market their goods; it is also
important for colleges to build
supporting constituencies and
recruit students.
Dordt wants to be identified
with Christian education because
it, like the schools it serves, is a
Christian educational institution.
It is Christian in that it is closely
related to the church. It is
Christian also in that the
members of the faculty and stu-
dent body profess to be Ohrls-
tians. But Dordt is Christian
primarily because
As an institution of higher
learning, Dordt addresses
itself to the task of Christian
education. It seeks to ac-
quire and transmit genuine
Christian insight, that is, to
develop and implement an
understanding of the entire
creation in the liberating
light of the Scriptures (The
Educational Task of Dordt
College, page 7).
In other words, Dordt is a
Christian college in that the
various areas of the curriculum
are all interrelated within the uni-
~ing framework of a Biblical





Funds contributed to the Spring Debt
Reduction Drive are used to meet annual debt
payments on the land, furnishings, and
educational buildings. Dordt College's academic
facilities cost approximately
$8 million to acquire. We
have debt totaling $563,000
against 'these assets.
THE NEED:
, $130,000 must be raised
within the next few montas
to meet thisyear's debt
obligations. IfDordt College
is to continue offering affordable Christian
education, we simply cannot include debt
reduction costs in our students' tuition fees.
I
YOUR RESPONSE:
Each of the last 30 Debt
Reduction Drives has been a
success. Last year nearly
5,000 people contributed
amounts ranging from $1 to
$5,000 for a combined total
of $123,000. An even
greater number of people
will have to participate in this year's campaign'
if our goal of $130,000 is to be reached. We
need and pray for-your- participation, whether
it be $1, $10, $100, or $1000.
We encourage you to send your gift to the college,
Dordt College
498 4th Ave, N,E,
Sioux Center, IA 51250
Thirty-five and Counting
by James C. Schaap
1985 FALL FOUNDATION DRIVE
Progress Report '
The drive will be complete by the end of March, At this time it appears
certain that we will go over our goal of $275,000,
1984 Fall Drive 1985 Fall Drive
Amount raised as of February 20: $254,500 $272,000
Total amount raised: 261,000 ?
Thank you for your generous support!
Now Available
36 essays and 7 short stories _
illustrated by Norman Matheis
306 pages $7.95
Other books by James c. Schaap include:
Intermission. $7.95
Sign of a Promise - $6.95
CRC Family Portrait . $4.95
Order any of these books from;
Dordt College Bookstore, Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
(please include $1.00 for postage:)
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TeachingChristianly




From its very beginning Dordt College has
served Christian elementary and secondary
education. In fact, the initial reason for
establishing the college was to train teachers
for Christian schools. As the college diver-
sified, the teacher education program hasmain-
tained its prominent place in Dordt's curricular
program.Over the years,many faculty members
have given presentations and workshops at
Chr,istian schools. Lately, the educational ser-
vices which are a tradition at Dordt have been
extended. The Studies tnstttute, designed and
established to serve both the college and the
wider Christian community, is answering a
growing number of requests from Christian
school teachers and principals for leadership in
Christian education.
The Studies Institute program of educational
services to Christian schools is currently
following two tracks. First, the Institute has
organized and developed a series of workshops
involving several faculty members (see below).
Theseworkshops havealready been conducted
in manyschools. Additional workshops on such
topics as educational goals and the relation
between the Bible and subject matter are being
planned. The second track consists of the B.J.
Haan Lecture Series. This is a ten-year program
of educational research and conferences
designed to produce materials of practical use
to elementary and secondary teachers. The pro-
gram, now in its third year,was established by a
special Boardmandate issued at the time of the
retirement of Rev.B.J. Haan,Dordt's first presi-
dent, in honor of his untiring labors on behalf of
Christian education. Within this program, a






Writing Skills: A Concern of All
The Hard Realities of Writing
Dorenda Van Gaalen
Developing Writing Skills for the Learning
DisabledStudent Richard Eigenbrood
Writing Skills: Practical Suggestions
for Educators Mike Vanden Bosch
Adolescence: Toward Defining
Spiritual Well ness
Adolescence: A Developing Perspective
Ken Bussema




Discipline: A Model for
Reconciliation
A Biblical Framework CharlesAdams
Implications for Discipline GeneWestra
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Dr. George Faber recently led a workshop on selecting an elementary science curriculum for teachers at the
Community Christian School in Pease, Minnesota. Workshops such as these are an important pprt of Dordt's outreach
, to Christian schools.
The project: serving Christian schools
As anyone who has ever tried it knows, ettec- shuffle.
tive Christian teaching is no piece of cake! The The Studies Institute is responding espe-
answers to a questionnaire distributed to nearly cially to the third request: to help teachers
200 teachers in northwest Iowa and southwest deepen their insight into their task. Recently
Minnesota last fall havedriven this home again. John Van Dyk, who supervises the B.J. Haan
The teachers were asked the following ques- Lecture Series, has been developing the in-
tlons: (1)What, in your opinion, are the essen- structional model summarized on the opposite
tial characteristics of effective Christian page. After testing his theories by interacting
teaching? (2) What factors most seriously in- . with teachers and by observing them in action
terfere with your effectiveness as a Christian in the classroom, he described the model in
teacher? (3) Suppose that assistance were more detail in a paper entitled "Teaching
available and yours for the asking; what kinds of. Christianly: an Approach." Van Dyk distributed
assistance would you ask for? The answers to the paper, along with a request for critical
these questions confirmed what we already reaction, to a large number of educators, and
knew: teaching Chrlstlanly is a tough job! traveled to Ontario, Canada, and Grand Rapids
What kinds of assistance are teachers asking to discuss his understanding of teaching with
for? From the nearly infinite variety of sugges- education departments in Toronto, at
tions submltted, three trends emerged. First, RedeemerCollege, and at Calvin College.
many teachers-frightfully short of time as On April 7 and 8, the third B.J. Haan Lecture
they are-need help with daily chores: grading Series conference will focus on the question
papers, constructing bulletin boards, or putting "What is effective Christian teaching?" Van
boots on children's feet. Secondly, many Dykwill give the two main presentations, based
teachers are asking for opportunities to on his work with teachers and educators. Pro-
upgrade their credentials in a Christian setting.. fessor Bert Hodges of Gordon College and Mr.
They want a Dordt MAT program, for example.. John Vanderhoek, curriculum coordinator of
Finally, a large number of teachers would like CSI District XI (comprising Alberta, Manitoba
more insight into what it means to be a truly and Montana) will respond. Intensive discus-
Christian teacher. Teachers are too busy sions with the education department and other
teaching to reflect on the what,the why, and the consultants-such as Dr. Harry Van Belle of
how of their task. They work in a busy world of Redeemer College-are also scheduled.
decision making, textbooks, and learning ac- Teachers will be invited to special bralnstorrn-
tlvltles, interspersed with memos, parent- ing sessions designed to explore ways of
teacher conferences, faculty meetings, hall translating instructional theory into practical
duty, and grading. Reflection on the nature and resource materials of immediate use to
purpose of teaching tends to get lost in the teachers.
Teachers welcome
Karen Bleeker ('85) teaches fifth grade at
Sheldon Christian School in Sheldon, Iowa.
Although only in her first year of teaching, she
is part of a faculty that is devoting this year's
teacher's meetings to discussions about what
makes Christian education different from
public education. "We know that Christian
education is different," says Bleeker, "and we
know that it means more than praying and
teaching Bible. We also know that it must be
holistic, including everything in our
curriculum." But how to teach Christianly and
understand the way children learn still takes
work, reflection and study.
In a meeting last Novemberwith Dr.John Van
Dyk, Sheldon teachers had an opportunity to
further their discussion of Christian teaching
Karen BI.. ker Is enthusiastic about her Job as a Christian
teacher. Ideas such as those provided by Van Dyk are
welcomed and help t.. che .. Improve their teaching,
she ,.. Is.
develops model for Christian teaching
Christian schools ask for
ongoing leadership i/lThe model:
leading, disclosing, enabling
Christian teaching is not merely the
transmission of knowledge orthe inculcation of
good habits. It is, in fact, much more than that.
Teaching, in the broadest sense, is a kind of
forming or shaping. The Christian teacher aims
to form our children into effective citizens of
God's Kingdom. He seeks to shape them into
people who not only know the will of the Lord,
but who are also willing and able to implement
it (cf. Eph. 5:15·17).That is no small assign-
ment!
Christian teaching, understood as
pedagogical forming, takes place by way of
three avenues: leading, disclosing, and ena-
bling. Clearly, the teacher must lead. She must
be a guide, nudging the child this way and not
that way; With genUe discipline, lots of en-
couragement, and by modeling the Christian,
life she guides the children into the ways of the
Lord. Meanwhile, the teacher discloses: he
opens up the vast treasures of God's creation,
not merely by teaching a series of facts, but in
such a way that our children see God's revela-
tion everywhere. The teacher discloses,
moreover, the disastrous effects of sin in God's
creation and human culture. At the same time,
as the children begin to see the distortions and
deformations everywhere, the teacher
Dr. John Ven Dyk hes held meny meeting. with lecultle.
of Christian elementary and high schools. Teachers at
Unity Christien High in Orange City, lowe, spent pert 01
an In-service development day discussing Christian
teechlng with Ven Dyk•
discloses the promise of redemption, the
possibilities of healing and restoration, in sum,
the parameters of the Christian task.
Leading and disclosing, critically important
though they are in the Christian classroom, are
not yet sufficient: the toughest task of all is the
third component of Christian teachlnq-e-ena-
bling. It is not enough to lead the child into an
understanding of God's creation and human
culture. The teacher must, in addition, enable
the student to respond in loving service to God
and neighbor. Teachers intuitively understand
how important the concept "enabling" is. After
all, they are very concerned about their task of
teaching the children all sorts of skills. They
teach the skill of reading, of writing, of
calculating, of critical thinking, and a host of
others. What sometimes gets lost, however, is
the question: Why?Why teach skills? Merely to
enable kids to pass state or provincial basic
ski lis tests? Merely to enable the student to
function as a successful consumer in the
American Way of Life? Not really. All such
enabling may well be disabling, for it may stifle
the student's sense of calling to seek first of all
the Kingdom of God, to be first of all an agent of
reconciliation in whatever occupation he
chooses.
Christian teaching, then, is leading, disclos-
ing, and enabling aimed at training for
discipleship, for what Dr. Nicholas Wolterstorff,
professor of philosophy at Calvin College, has
called "responsible action." Such teaching re-
quires teamwork as well as effective, well-
designed Christian curricular materials. It
requires an understanding of child psychology
and of levels of maturation. It requires cur-
ricular and instructional leadership on the part
of Christian school principals, and vision and
support on the part of school boards and
parents.
As it stands, the model needs further crl-
tique, elaboration, and refinement. But already
there has been positive feedback and en-
couragement from both teachers and education
professors. Van Dyk sees two necessary stages
of development: (1) translate the model into
practical tools to help teachers evaluate their
teaching strategies, and (2) further tie the
model to curriculum and learning theory to con-
struct a comprehensive and coherent
philosophy of teaching. The Dordt Studies ln-
stitute hopes that in these and other ways the
project will benefit increasing numbers of
.Christian teachers and educators.
ideas for improving Christian teaching
and learning and Van Dyk received feedback on
his ideas for a model for teaching Christianly.
"The discussion with Van Dyk," says
Bleeker, "helped focus the issue." For Bleeker,
the stress Van Dyk placed on enabling students
to respond in lovlnq service to God and their
neighbors was a very concrete and important
tool for improving Christian teaching. "In
teaching a unit, I ask myself how I can best
allow my students-Christians liVing in God's
world-to put the information they've learned
to practical use."
This model, says Bleeker, has concrete irn-
plications for the way she teaches subjects. In
reading, instead of stressing primarily
vocabulary and comprehension, she pushes her
students to readcritically, to evaluate what they
see in print by asking how it fits with what they
believe. But the response is not limited to
classroom textbooks. Students are encouraged
to transfer what they have learned to situations
they face in their everyday lives, such as
evaluating television commercials.
In science, says Bleeker, enabling students
to respond means going past experimenting
and memorizing details. Students must learn
that they have a responsiblity to creation. In
studying technology, for example, students
don't learn only the facts. In a beginning way,
they must struggle with how Christians face
issues like pollution and stewardship. And they
can begin to get involved as well. Writing letters
to legislators teaches them responsible social
action at an early age.
(An interview with Lew Arkema, principal at
Orange City Christian School.)
V. As a school administrator, why is a project
such as this necessary or helpful?
A. School principals and administrators would
greatly benefit from ongoing training to help
them give direction and leadership to their
teaching staffs both in curriculum development
and teaching effectiveness.
This training needs to embody
a distinct Christian perspec-
tive. At present, what is done or
not done varies from one ad-
ministrator to the next. The
principals of Christian schools
in this area meet regularly and
have rneantnqtut discussions, but we do little
together that promotes real growth or develop-
ment in our Christian school system. Ad-
ministrators, especially those who must also
teach, get caught up in the busyness of running
the school. We need continuing leadership and
insight into issues such as a philosophy of
teaching and a philosophy of curriculum
development.
V. How can Dordt be of service to schools and
their teachers?
A. The workshops already being offered are very
beneficial and represent a good beginning. At
Orange City Christian the writing workshop has
helped us look again at the place of writing in
our curriculum.
But more can and needs to be done. Follow-
up and additional in-service projects would im-
prove the quality of education we can offer. I
think Dordt can provide the dynamic leadership
that will help teachers improve their teaching
and the curriculum. A college can provide a
center for professional activity to occur; it of-
fers a setting and leadership that would make it
possible for teachers to begin to work together
professionally during the summer, for example.
Leadership, like that which John Van Dykis pro-
viding through this Studies lnstltute project, is
important for such work.
Eventually, it seems to me,we need someone
to coordinate an in-service program for all area
schools. We must overcome some of the in-
dependence and individualism in our Christian
school system and begin to work together on
issues in education if we are to meet the grow·
ing needs of schools today. Originally the Iowa
Association of Christian Schools was organ-
ized to do thls .task. Although it provides a
valuable governmental lobbying service, inter-
nal educational issues get left behind due to,
lack of time.
Many of us look to Dordt for leadership. By
further expanding its outreach, the Dordt
Studies Institute would be providing an in-






Dordt faculty work for change in education
On July 1, 1985, the United
States Supreme Court ruled that
nongovernment schools are no
longer eligible for public funds for
special educational services. The
court based its decision on the
argument that such aid "en-
tangles" the government in
"religion" and therefore violates
that clause of the-first amendment
which prohibits the "establish-
ment" of religion.
The decision has greatly af-
fected students in awide variety of
nongovernment schools. In some
areas of the country, for example,
students can no longer benefit
trom the remedial reading pro-
grams funded by the 15 year-old
federal Chapter I law.
"The ruling is both unjust and in-
,convenient," says Merle Alons,
principal of Sioux Center Christian
School, one of the schools af-
fected by the rullnq. Now, students
who participate in the remedial
Education Secretary William Bennett
reading program at Sioux Center
Christian, must put on their coats
and boots, leave the building and
walk down the street to a "neutral"
site, a basement room in a
neighborhood home. The condi-
tions are not as suitable, the walk
takes extra time, and the school
losessomeof its supervisoryability.
"The ruling," says Alons, "has
hampered one of the most
equitable federal programs."
However, Alons and others feel
there may be a good side effect
from the decision. "I think it could
spark more interest in a voucher
program which would allow more
parental choice in the education of
children," he says.
"Support for a greater measure
of educational choice is growing,"
agrees Rockne McCarthy, coor-
dinator of the Dordt College
Studies Institute and professor of
political science. McCarthy has
spent many hours in the past
several years worki ng for what he
sees as a more just educational
system. In a paper commissioned
by the United States Departmentof
Education and given at a con-
ference on "Democracy and the
Renewal of American Public
Education," McCarthy examined
some of the issues in the debate
and outlined a direction to take if
the United States is to achieve a
more just approach toward educa-
tion in a pluralist society.
McCarthy's work for greater
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parental choice in education began
many years ago. In 1982, he
coauthored the book, Disestablish-
ment a Second Time: Genuine
Pluralism for American Schools, in
which he calls for the United
States to disestablish the govern-
ment school system as it
disestablished the state church
almost two hundred years ago.The
goal, as McCarthy and others see
it, is to make clear what T.S. Eliot
saw many years ago: "All educa-
tion is religious education." This
perspective leads to fundamental
questions about the justice of the
present government school
establishment because as a
monopoly the educational struc-
ture cannot meet the diverseneeds
of a pluralist society.
"Increasingly, the issue of
educational choice is becoming a
matter for public debate among a
wide spectrum of people," says
McCarthy. "Within our Christian
schools, we should not see the
issue narrowly-only as a way to
get tax dollars to support our
schools-we must look at the prin-
ciple of educational choice for all
parents." The matter of choice closely involved. According to
relates to the responsibility that Skillen, who is also adjunct pro-
parents have for their' children fessor of political science at Dordt,
whether they choose a government "Full justice will be done in
or a nongovernment school. A education only after the presumed
voucher system would allow 'principalship" of government in
parents a choice between different education is displaced by the
government schools and recognition that parents are the
nongovernment schools. "principals' in the upbringing of
As evidenced by Secretary of their children." Public funding for
Education William Bennett's schools can be legitimate, he says,
recently announced proposal but only if that funding does not
called The Equity and Choice Act discriminate against nongovern-
(TEACH),support for more parental ment education as it now does.
choice is taking root. "Education As to the future, McCarthy feels
Update," put out by the Heritage that a significant change in policy
Foundation, and "Educational is not likely to happen at the
Choice," the voice of the Clear- federal level in the next few years,
inghouse on Educational Choice but awareness and credibility for
are but two publications also mak- the issue is growing and is not like-
ing themselves heard on the issue. Iy to die. However, the movement,
The Association for Public for greater educational choice is
Justice and its Executive Director well under way at the state and
James Skillen have also been community level. -,--~~
~
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"Many parents are committed to providing -the best possible education for their
children," says McCarthy. Parents should heve the opportunity to choose the school
they 'eel will do the best job.
"What then remains for us to do?"
In his paper commlssioned-by
the United States Departmentof
Education, Dr.RockneMcCarthy
examined the current educa-
tional reform movement. While
agreeing with the need for
reform, McCarthy posited that
the reevaluation must include a
look at how public education'
should be structured in the
pluralist, democratic society of
the United States.
Beginning historically,
McCarthy noted that in the early
days of the republic, public
funding and secular perspective
did not characterize public
education. Independent schools
were considered public schools
because they served the public
interest by preparing children
for life in the community. They
also received public funds.
At that time, government
schools also taught from a
"religious" perspective, said
McCarthy. Only as school
systems grew and consol idated,
did public education come to
mean nonsectarian schools
financed by a common school
system educating children in
the "common faith" of the peo-
ple.
By the 1840s it became clear
to some that the "common
faith" reflected a Protestant
world-and-Iife view and devout
Catholics objected. They re-
fused, therefore, to send their
children to such schools.
In the ensuing struggle, par-
ticularly in New York, the
Catholics challenged the
assumption that education
could be strictly neutral, apply-'
ing only common sense virtues
and principles to education. The
New York Secretary of State
also joined the 'discussion argu-
ing that it was impossible to
avoid sectarianism ·by
abolishing religious instruction
because that too would be sec-
tarian by bowing to the views of
one particular class of people.
He advocated giVing parents the
option to choose the education
they wished their children to
have. His view was not adopted
as public policy, and the public
schools becamethe government
monopolist system it is today.
The confl ict today over
values education and the quality
Dr. Rockne McCarthy
of the education students are
receiving seems to illustrate
that a monopolist system of
public education cannot
legitimately serve the needsof a
people who hold to many dif-
ferent views of life. "It is becom-
ing more evident to participants
on all sides of the controversy
that what is at stake is a basic
disagreement over the way dif-
ferent world views shape a cur-
riculum and the very life of an
educational institution," said
McCarthy.
United States Secretary of
Education William Bennett also
concurs with this point of view.
"In a pluralistic society such as
ours...that right and high duty
[the nurturing of children) is no
longer compatible with the
government monopoly in
schooling. It is no longer possi-
ble for us' to assume that
neighbors wi II share the samevi-
sion of the truth just because
they live on the same city block.
It is no longer conceivable that
, feminists, fundamentalists, and
every other group will somehow
come to agree with each other
on how to handle sex education,
or dress codes, or whatever.The
whole point of being Americans
is that we do not have to agree.
Except for a few precious prin-
ciples, there is no official or-
thodoxy in this country, and that
is precisely the reason why
many of our ancestors came
here to begin with."
The United States, says
McCarthy, must recognize the
need for a more pluralist view of
the state acknowledging more
of the diversity present among
its citizens. We must also
redefine the nature of public
responsibility for education. Set-
ting accreditation standards and
then allOWing a variety of
schools seems to be a better op-
tion.
The competition that will
result from a pluralist system
will force schools to keep their
standards high.
"Without a doubt," says
McCarthy, "we are living in a
period that will see significant
change in American education."
Through the efforts of faculty
and staff members, Dordt
College and the Association for
Public Justice are contributing
to this realization of a more just
and equitable system of educa-
tion for all Americans.
Library adds new
computer system
Students now go to computers to
compile a bibliography
The 504-drawercard catalog fac-
ing the Dordt College library en-
trance stands largely unused of
late. Instead of laboriously search-
ing through author and title or sub-
ject cards, most students now sit
down at one of the four computer
terminals that stand only ten feet
away from the well-thumbed files,















its entire data base and call up all
the Dordt library books on that
topic.
But speed and ease are not the
only advantages of the system.
"With the card catalog, a research-
er had to know the 'language' the
Library of Congress used for their
headings," says Librarian Mrs.
louise Hulst. "It was much easier
to miss good sources." Entering a
key word or words on the computer
terminal displays a list of all books
in the Dordt library that deal with
the student's topic.
In addition to the four main stu-
dent terminals, the library also has
a terminal which is linked to a
similar system at Northwestern
College in Orange City. Students
looking for more information than
they have available to them in
Dordt's collection can check to
see if Northwestern has additional
sources.
mation. This information is then
stored on the Machine-Readable
Cataloging (MARC) tape upon.
which the new cataloging system
depends. At the same time the in-
formation is fed into a printer
which produces the book's shelf
and card labels. With this system,
a new book can be on the shelf in a
few days instead of several weeks.
The OClC system also
streamlines other library tasks. In
addition to cataloging information,
the program lists which institu-
tions own a particular book.
Librarian Emma Vanden Berg
makes extensive use of this aspect.
of the OClC service. Once located,
the book can either be requested
by mail or ordered by phone hook-
up with the terminal at a cost of
$1.50.
Book ordering is also
. automated. After receiving orders
from faculty members, Van Den
Top enters the titles, checks them
against present holdings, and then
through a Bata-phone connected
to the terminal, places the order
directly to a computer at Bakerand
Taylor, a book wholesaler.
Library Director Dr. Douglas
Ribbens, who has played an impor-
tant role in setting up and program-
ming these computer systems,
says that Dordt's use of micro-
computers has allowed the college
to make use of the expertise of
people on campus to tailor a
system to the particular needs of
the college. In addition to Ribbens,
Jim Bos ('85), Dordt's Information
Systems Analyst and Program
Developer, spent many hours
preparing the display program for
the new system and getting it
ready for operation. Funding for
the new system came from part of
a federal Title III grant received by
Librarian Emma Vanden Berg helps Thuyha Huynh, 8 freshman from Garden Grove,
California, learn how to use the new.computer system .
Vanden Berg has watched every
stage of the Dordt library's growth
since she began working there in
1957. Then all of the file cards fit
into two drawers on the end of her
desk. "I remember the excitement
when we changed to a 15-drawer,
free-standing catalog," says
Vanden Berg.
That small file sti II stands near
the large ones. Vanden Berg hopes
that even when the large ones go,
the small oak filing cabinet will
remain.
As her work sludy JOb,Junior educsllon meJor Josn Noordhollrom Lacombe, Alberle,
prepares displays for the Learning Resource Center. The room offers valuable Ideas for
practice teachers.
The new cataloging system is .the college. According to Ribbens,
the most recent of several. steps the cost of the program was
taken to computerize library ser- $60,000.
vices at Dordt. Already in 1977,the For now the card catalogs will
Dordt library linked itself with the remain in a prominent position
On-line College Library censor- near the entrance to the library.
tium (OClC), a national data base However, since new holdings are
cataloging service. Now, rather no longer put into the files, its
than waiting for several weeks for usefulness will diminish as time
Library of Congress cards to arrive, goes on. Emma Vanden Berg will
staff person Mary Van Den Top .be saddened to see it go, however.
enters the name of each new book Excepting the few years she was
and calls up the cataloging infor-' . gone from Dordt in the sixties,
Library grows with the
college
Dordt's library is well-used by
students and faculty. "Nearly
every weekday evening during
the school year, library tables
and desks are filled almost to
capacity," says Vanden Berg.
"Visiting librarians have com-
mented on the number of
students who study here."
Such regular use makes the
librarian's job more interesting,
says Hulst. "We're here to serve
the students in their research
and study; we're not just conser-
vators of a collection." Both
Hulst, Vanden Berg and the
other staff people who work in
the library try to help students in
whatever way they can: In a
structured way, this help begins
early in the freshmen year. As
part of General Studies 10, a re-
quired course for all freshmen,
Hulst introduces students to all
of the services offered by the
Dordt library as well as pointing
out where basic resources are
located. In a more informal way,
Hulst and Vanden Berg try to
make themselves as available as
possible for any student who
,needs help with research.
In addition to the computer-
ized services available at the
library, the learning Resource
Center, located in the basement
of the library, offers an impor-
tant resource for education
.students training to be teachers.
It contains elementary and
Like meny Dordl sludenls, Julie Wind,:
8 sophomore from Loveland, Colorado.,
spends meny evenings sludylng In lhe
library.
secondary textbooks, aids tor
plannlnq units, pubtlshers'
catalogs, pamphlets and audio-
visual materials.
The Dordt library has grown to
.a collection of over 100,000
.volumes. "It's come along way
since Baker Book House gaveus
a start-up donation of 500
books," says Vanden Berg. Thir·
ty years later, the librarians are
.atlll building up the collection,
trying to keep it as balanced and




TheStewardshipCenterwasbuill to accommodate162cows.Althoughmostof theoriginalherdwasdonated,the
Center now has a closed herd and produces all the new calves they need to keep 120·140 cows milking at a time.
Future looks hopeful for
agriculture students
In the greenhouse located on Oordt's earn- basic principles for farming. The land must be
pus, agriculture students interested in plants preserved; it is a gift for us and future genera-
propagate cuttings, test growth hormones, tions. Animals must be cared for as creatures
observe plants grown hydroponically, evaluate on God's good earth. "Christian stewardship,"
herbicide effects, and care for benches of plant Vas adds, "is a mindset. Caring for the land and
test plots. animals given to us by God can be compared to
At the Agriculture Stewardship Center those caring for a prized possession left in one's care
interested in animals milk the cows, care for by a friend."
newborn calves, vaccinate and deworm the In the agriculture department curriculum,
animals, artificially inseminate both cattle and students learn basic principles of farming in the
swine, feed and watch ration formulations, treat context of this mindset. In addition to Bajema
diseases, and help with financial management. and Vas, Ken Cornelisse, whose main interest
These "laboratories" and the Oordt is in animal nutrition and reproduction, and
agriculture department exist because creation Chris Goedhart, a plant specialist, comprise the
and the actions of God's people are part of agriculture faculty. With the expertise of these
Christ's kingdom. Farmers and agriculturalists men the department is able to offer four dif-
are as responsible to God in working the soil ferent programs to students: a bachelor of arts
and caring for their animals as ministers are in in animal science, plant science, agri-business
preaching biblical sermons and teachers are in and general agriculture.
leading children to discipleship. Although not all students may come to the
"For many years Christian colleges concen- same conclusions about which farming
trated on preparing students for lives of methods to use after they've been through the
Christian service in teaching or preaching," program, the agriculture department's goal is to
says Duane Bajema, instructor in agriculture. sensitize students to the issues and to help
"But if we take seriously our calling to promote them see farming as a Christian calling rather
Christ's kingdom in everything that we do, it is than simply as an economic enterprise. "We're
only natural that we also offer training in not trying to produce people who think exactly
agriculture." Studying agriculture at a Christian as we do," says Vas, "but people who wrestle
college, he feels, is important for helping with their biblical responsibility toward
students live as committed Christians on their creation."
farms as well as in their worship on Sunday. This "wrestling" with issues becomes most
"But even though we believe that Christ is specific in the required senior seminar. In it,
Lord of all and that as Christians we are called students examine current topics of agricultural
to redeem the creation for Christ's kingdom, interest such as soil erosion, land ownership,
the specific implications of that profession are animal welfare, the farm crisis, the role of
not always clear for our daily work," says Ron government in agriculture, drugs in livestock
Vas, manager of the Agriculture Stewardship feed, and the relationship of the farmer to the
Center. Nevertheless, such a belief outlines Third World hunger problem. Supervised by
Agriculture 'acuity: Ron Vas, Chris Goednert, Ken
Cornelisse, Duane Bajema.
Duane Bajema, an alumnus of Oordt College,·
receivedhis degree in agriculture from the University
of Minnesota.After graduating, hespent five years in
Mexico under the sponsorship of the Christian
Reformed World Relief Commillee working in
agriculture and community development. Returning
to Minnesota, he taught vocational agriculture and
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their Instructors, students research a specific
Issue, explore a Christian response and present
the results to classmates.
"We've been happy to see that when many of
our students get out on their own farms, they
try . to shape the future and direction of
agriculture by becoming Involved in a variety of
agricultural agencies," says Bajema.
Even at the Agriculture Stewardship Center,
it is not always clear what Is the right path to
take on some issues. The instructors would like
to see more time and attention given to explor-
ing alternative ways of farming that could serve
the kingdom and the Christian community.
Agriculture professors have thought about ex-
perimenting with crops that might be useful for
third world countries or trying to raise animals
other than cattle or swine. But, like most farms
in this area of the country, the Stewardship
Center has been affected by the current
economic situation in farming. Financial con-
siderations playa major role in its operation.
But according to Vas and Bajema, the future
is not bleak for students planning to pursue a
career in agriculture. "A person graduating now
who is able to get financing could do well in
farming," says Vas. Land prices and other costs
are down, giving beginning farmers a better
chance to get started. And despite the
economic problems on the family farm,
agricultural support services and agri·business
are growing and demanding the services of
many trained in agriculture.
Whether their students return to the family
farm or enter the world of agri·business, Oordt
agriculture instructors pray that the foundation
they have laid for their students will help them
live as Christians in their daily work in
agriculture.
Watering plants In the greenhouse Is 8 dally chore. As
part of his work study job, Kevin Vos tends the plants.
then came to Oordt in 1977.Bajemacontinues.to be
involved in agriculture and agricultural issues
through such organizationsas the Christian Farmers
of America.
Within the department, Bajema teaches animal
science courses and supervises practicums of
agriculture students. He has also wrillen severalar-
ticles and lectured publicly on topics in agriculture.
KenCornelissecameto Oordt in 1985from Bellvue
High School located near Grand Rapids, Michigan,
where he taught vocational agriculture. Cornelisse
hasa B.S.from MichiganStateUniversityandanM.S.
from the University of Florida. His studies havecon-
centrated on livestock nutrition and reproductive
physiology. He hasalso workedas a field agent with
the Michigan Cooperative Extension Service, an
organization that works closely with farmers.
At Oordt, Cornelisse teaches Animal Health,
Animal Evaluation,and EnterpriseManagement.Two
of these classes require iaboratory work at the
Stewardship Center.
RonVos, also a Oordt alumnus, graduatedin 1970
in secondary education with a biology major and
chemistry minor.Since then hehastaught in schools
near Chicago, Illinois, and Pella, Iowa. Vas has an
M.A. in environmentalscience from Governor'sState
Universily in suburban Chicago, and has done addi-
tional graduatework in environmentaleducation.
Besidesstudying and teaching,Vas hasworkedon
.a swine and dairy operation and manageda grain,
sheep, and cattle enterprise. His main areas 'of in-
terest in agriculture are farm management, en.
vironmental impacts of agriculture, and ruminant
animals, especially sheep.
Chris Goedhart likes plants. "I'm fascinated with
how well they work," he says. "Especially the way
they adapt to their envlronrnents." Goedhart joined
the department faculty in January to teach plant
science courseswhile professor HenryDeVriesis on
a three year leave.
Goedhart comes from Blacksburg,Virginia, where
he has been working on a doctorate in plant
physiology and teaching undergraduatestudents at
the Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Hegraduatedfrom
CalvinCollegewith a B.S.in biology in 1978and from
the University of California at Riversidewith an M.S.
in piant science in 1980.
Goedhart enjoys working at Oordt. He finds the
agriculture staff "very open and cooperative" and is
pleased that the department demonstrates a re-
formed approach to agriculture. During his first
semester,he will be teaching Natureand Propertyof
Soils, Plant Protection and Soil Fertility.
Goedhart noted that the student body in the
agriculture department was comprised largely of
males from farm families. "I would like to make
students moreawareof the wide variety of careerop-
portunities in agriculture for both menand women."
Goedhart is enjoying Iowa.His only problem:"Dur-
ing the winter, there aren't a lot of plants around."
Admissions and Financial Aid
\
85 percent of Dordt students work
Oordt College handles its
College Work Study funds dlf-.
ferently from most other schools.
Many institutions choose a few of
the needier students and allow
them to work up to 20 hours a week
to earn money to help pay their col-
lege expenses. Rather than having
a few students work many hours,
Oordt allows many students to
work a few hours (usually 5 or 6.
hours per week). Most of these
students are not able to save
enough money to pay actual col-·
lege expenses, but the once-a-
month check does allow them to
have personal spending funds
while they're going to school.
Of the nearly 1000 students at-
tending Oordt College, more than
I,
,
Within minutes, Dordt's computer system will give 8 close estimate of financial aid
eligibility. Assistant Director 01 Financial Aid Michael Epema Intorms a prospective stu-






Coordinator of Scholarships and Grants
Oordt College
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
Telephone: 712-722-6080 Extension 6084
,
t
Freshman Scholarships and Grants
Available for the 1986·87 School Year
GENERAL
Harkers, Incorporated Leadership Grants (Amount Varies - $1,500.00
Total To Be Awarded)
The Jack Visscher Memorial Scholarship for Oordt College
Freshmen (One $500.00 Award)
Presidential Grants for Future Leaders (Amount Varies - $1,500.00 Total
To Be Awarded)
Merit Scholarships (Amount Varies)
Oordt College Freshman Academic Scholarships (Amount Varies From
$150.00 to $600.00)
Valedictorian/Salutatorian Scholarships (Each Awerd . $1,000.00)
Oordt College Tuition Scholarships (Each Award - One-half Tuition)
Oordt Development Foundation Activities Grants (Amount vartes-
$1,500.00 Total To Be Awarded)
Foreign Missionary Scholarships (Each Award -Free Tuition)
The Huisman Minority Students Scholarship (Amount Varies· $1,000.00
Total To Be Awarded)
The Oordt College Alumni Scholarship of West Michigan (Two
$400.00 Awards)
The Henry and Dorothy Diekman Grant (One $1,000.00 Award)
AGRICULTURE
A.G. Wassenaar Scholarship for Freshmen (One $500.00 Award)
BUSINESS
The John Bonnema Business Scholarship for Freshmen (One
$500.00 Award)
The Waterford Business Scholarship (Two $500.00 Awards)
The American State Bank Business Scholarship (One $1,200.00 Award)
COMMUNICATION
Martin Seven Communication Scholarship for Freshmen (Two
$150.00 Awards)
EDUCATION
The John B. Hulst Teacher Education Scholarship (One $1,000.00
Award)
MUSIC
The Joe J. Dahm Memorial Music Scholarships for Freshmen
(Three $125.00 Awards)
The Minnie J. Oahm Organ Education Scholarship (One $600.00
Award)
The Rlngerwole Piano Scholarship (One $200.00 Award)
Oordt College Music Grants (Four Two Semester Grants 01 Equal to $200.00
Per Award)
PRE·SEMINARY
The Chris E. Haan Memorial Scholarships for Pre-Seminary
Students
(Two $2,000.00 Awards)
For application forms and a copy of the Freshman Scholarships and






850 of them areworking. Almost all
students who wish to work are
given a job. And not just people
who qualify for Federal Financial
Assistance are working. Oordt also
has a program called Work for the
Institution which allows all
Canadians and many Americans
not eligible for Work-Study to work.
Jobs range from working in the
cafeteria or library, to cleaning the
classroom building, selling tickets
for performances or working at the
Agriculture Stewardship Center.
Students serve as secretaries or
graders for professors, others
monitor the computer labs.
Theatre Arts has students building
sets and the P.E. department uses
student help to referee games or
teach swimming lessons. Students
also perform work services in the
summer on campus.
Many students are helped by
Oordt's work program. Direct any
questions you may have concern-
ing on- or ott-campus employment
to:
Michael Epema
Associate Director of Financial
Aid
Oordt College
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
The Dordt College
Admissions Office has
·25 video cassette tapes
.to acquaint you with
.Dordt College. Prospec-
tive students or alumni
groups may borrow one
of these tapes, free of




Sioux Center, IA 51250
Reminder:
If you have not
already mailed in
your financial aid






Dordt's edmlsslons counselors Mike Epema, Jell Pestoor, Howard Hall and Pete
Hamstra travel many miles each yeaf. They are eager to visit schools, churches, or
homes to talk about Dordt College and its programs.
Admissions looks for new counselor
The Oordt College admissions
office is looking for at least one
new admissions counselor. Jeff
Pastoor, who has been a counselor
for the past two years, plans to
follow up his agriculture degree
and return to farming. In addition
to filling Jeff's position, says direc-
tor of admissions Howard Hall, the
office hopes to be able to add one
new staff member.
Admissions counselors spend
nearly half of their nine months of
work traveling from one school to
another, talking with students and
presenting Oordt Colle!l~e,In addl-
tlon to schools, they visit church
youth groups and individuals who
haveexpressed interest in learning
more about Oord!.
On campus, counselors arrange
their travel itinerary, conduct cam-
pus tours, schedule high school
visit days, and plan principal-
guidance counselor days. They
also prepare promotional materials
used in the presentations.
If you are interested in applying
for this position, contact Oordt
College Admissions Office; Sioux
Center, Iowa 51250.
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Former Commissioner of
Education visitsDordt
Dr. Earl J. Mc Grath, educator,
former Commissioner of Educa·
tion, and consultant on higher
education, spent February 11 and
12 on Dordt's campus. Mc Grath
was invited to Dordt to discuss
with faculty and administrators the
implications of Dordt's statement
of purpose for teaching and
research at the college.
As a consultant, Mc Grath brings
with him a wealth of experience in
higher education. He served on the
faculty of the University of Buffalo.
from 1928 to 1945. From 1945 to
1948he was Deanat the University
of Iowa. In 1948, he was appointed
to a special chair in education at
the' University of Chicago. Six
months later, however, President
Harry S. Truman asked him to
come to Washington as Cornrnls-
sioner of Education, today known
as secretary of education.
"Those were valuable and ln-
teresting years," says Mc Grath.
But, after four years, the hectic
pace of the job and the lack of time
for family and reading made him
leave the post and assume the
presidency at the University of
Kansas. "I still did not have the
time I wished for reading and
studying," says Mc Grath.
At that point the opportunity he
had dreamed of for years became a
reality. Early in 1940, in a conversa-
tion with John Gardner, who
became Health, Education, and
Welfare Secretary while Mc Grath
was at the University of Kansas,
Mc Grath had told Gardner that
what he would really like to do was
study higher education. Recalling
that conversation years later as
HEW secretary, Gardner asked
Mc Grath to head an Institute of
Higher Education based at coium-
bia University. Mc Grath took the
job immediately and spent the next
four years studying American col-
leges and universities: their
programs, how ·they were ad-
ministered, how they were en-
dowed, what kind of teachers they
had. The project later included
European universities. He also
taught college administration and
history of higher education
courses.
In 1968,at age 65, Mc Grath was
forced to retire from this position,
but over the next fifteen years
worked on similar research at
Temple University, and most
recently at the University of
Arizona under a Lily Foundation
grant. Today at 83, he limits his
consulting to twice a month.
In his discussions at Dordt,
Mc Grath outlined what he saw as
the major functions of institutions
of higher education if they are to
prepare students for society. They
must increase students'
knowledge, teach them how to
think and reason, and cultivate a
system of values.
Small liberal arts colleges, as he
sees it, have the best setting in
which to do this. They are usually
built upon a defined system of
values, which, also because of
their small size, are readily corn-
municated. This set of values gives
students a vantage point from
which to tackle problems and
issues in the world today. "Many
colleges are recognizing this," he
says, "and in some cases are
returning to their religious roots
for that base."
Mastering communication skills
is also crucial to this process of
learning to deal with issues. "In
almost every study I have seen,"
says Mc Grath, "executives are
looking for people who can corn- The lecture, "What's that hunk
municate their knowledge." of glass doing in front of my
This concern is prompting many camera?" marked the beginning of
institutions to take a new look at the Natural Science Colloquium
general education programs that Series which began this past fall.
meet the needs of all students. The presentation, subtitled
"We must help students learn how "Photographic Physics," was
to think, make intelligent deci- given by Dr. John Zwart, professor
slons, and then be able to ar- . of physics at Dordt. Zwart, who
ticulate those decisions," says with engineering instructor Nolan
Mc Grath. He also says that many Van Gaalen organized the series,
institutions are now considering describes the colloquium quaintly
testing their students' ability to as "an academic meeting of facul-
communicate just prior to gradua- ty and students at which punch
tion. and cookies are consumed, a lee-
About his stay at Dordt, turer discusses a topic and
Mc Grath said, "I sensed acommit- answers questions relating.
ted and intellectually strong thereto." The colloquia, which meet
faculty, interested in educational once each month, begin with 15
questions not often discussed." minutes for coffee, punch, cookies
Mc Grath also observed that and socializing and then launch in-
Dordt's perspective is not limited to enjoyable presentations.
to its theology and philosophy The colloquium was originally
classes but reflects itself in the suggested, says Zwart, to provide a
whole curriculum. To Mc Grath, the place for interaction among natural
explicit system of values found at science division majors and tacul-
Dordt gives students a base from ty. The presentations are intended
which to "tackle societal issues", to be cross-dlsclplinary and are
and its size promotes active par- given at a level all can enjoy.
ticipation by students. . In addition to the photography
lecture, students and faculty have
listened a to talk by Dr. Susan
Bratton from the Institute of
Ecology at the University of
Georgia. Bratton, who deals with
the problems involved in managing
the natural resources of a national
park, spoke on "Feral Horses, Wild
Fire, and Nuclear Submarines," all
of which she must contend with in
her work. Dr. Calvin Jongsma, pro-
fessor of mathematics at Dordt,
titled his lecture "Taming the In-
finite: Facts and Foibles about In-
finity." Professor Ed Lotterman,
who teaches economics and
agriculture and hasworked in Peru,
spoke on "High Altitude Andean
Agro-ecosystems." And biology
professor Dr. Delmar Vander Zee
showed two films with differing
points of view, "To Catch a Cloud"
and "Crisis in Rain," afterward
Dordt students join march
Thirty Dordt students traveled to
Sioux City to join the Christian
Action Council march against
abortions at St. Luke's Hospital in
Sioux City, Iowa. They carried
signs with positive messages such
as "Dordt College Supports Life,"
"Adopt; Don't Abort," and "You'd
Protect Your Life."
Approximately 700 people from
area Christian Action Councils
marched. The Dordt College group.
was organized by juniors Ann De
Blaey of Oostburg, Wisconsin, and
Crystal Holtrop of Sheldon.
"It was neat being united with
that many people for a good
cause," said Holtrop. "Even
though you can't see results right
away, it is good to know that you
may have had some influence."
The marching group's motto,
"Be a Voice for the Voiceless,"
comes from Proverbs 31:8
-"Speak up for those who cannot
speak for themselves, for the
rights of all who are destitute."
New colloquium popularizes
science
moderating a discussion on ttie
problem of acid rain.
Still to come are a presentation
on AIDS, a demonstration of
Dordt's newly-acquired AutoCAD
(Computer 'Aided Design) system,
and a lecture on problem solving.
"Student response has been
great," says Zwart. An unan-
ticipated but welcome surprise has
been the number of "non-science"
division attendees. In future years,
the division also hopes to include





Dordt College sophomore Renee
Crandall recently became one of
four winners at the Cherokee Syrn-
phony Orchestra's Young Artists
Competition. Crandall piays the
flute. For the competition she per-
formed one movement of Mozart's
"Concerto in D Major." The win-
ners of the competition will have
the honor of performing with the
Cherokee Symphony Orchestra at
a future date.
Crandall is the daughter of
Jeffrey and Holly Crandall of Cedar
Falls. She is majoring in music and
currently studies flute under Karen
De Mol, associate professor of
music at Dordt College.
Join the Dordt Choir on tour
-
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Students in East Campus have
started a Uganda Book Fund to
help replace the library of Dr. Kefa
Sempangi, a leader of the Re-
formed Church of Uganda.
Sempangi, whose books were all
destroyed when rebel forces took
over the government, wrote Dr.
John Vander Stelt about his need.
"In Uganda, I started a
Presbyterian Church .'and have
been...disciplining young people in
the Reformed faith. Books are the
tools I have been using. There is a
lack of books in Uganda now; a
large number of pastors are
without personal libraries, and the
result is a rise in cults."
In response to this request for
help, East Campus students are
holding bake sales and other
money raising projects to help








On January 20 a small group of
students and faculty met in the
Student Union Building to
remember and celebrate the con-
tribution of Dr. Martin Luther King.
Participants listened to excerpts
from some of his famous speeches
calling Americans to do justice
and to love their fellow man. In a
letter to the student newspaper,
the Diamond, senior John Mulder
wrote, "If we fai I to see that he was
struggling for justice we have
.missed a valuable lesson from
history. Through the civil rights
movement and the work of King,
blacks in the U.S.have made much
progress. But we must not be
satisfied with this, we must con-
tinue to live together with others in





The Dordt College Blades are
having an excellent season, having
finished a tour in Alberta, Canada,
during Christmas break.The team's
present record is 12 wins, five
losses, and three ties. The hockey
team members are all Canadian,
and there is a balance of freshmen,
sophomores, juniors, and seniors.
The team's player-coach is Ed
Groot of Smithers B.C. He super-
vises the team, but is assisted by
the Blades' staff advisor Professor
Robert Hilbelink. Hilbelink, says
Groot, is doing an excellent job as
faculty advisor, giving up a lot of his
time to help the team.
In regular season play the
Blades play teams from Sioux City,
Sioux Falls, Creighton University,
Drake University, South Dakota
State University, and Carlton
COllege. However, the team also
goes on two road trips during the
year. During Thanksgiving of every
year, the Dordt team travels to
Emo, Ontario for a three game
series against the Emo. Flying
Dutchmen, a church team. This
year the Blades won one game 7·4
and tied two games 3-3 and 3·3.
The Blades also toured Alberta this
year during Christmas break from
January 3 to January 14. Their
record for the tour was 6 wins, 3
losses, and 1 tie. The tie game was
against The King's College in
Edmonton. Professor Case Boot
was the staff advisor for the tour,
and his assistance helped make
the tour successful and enjoyable.
The top five scorers for the
Blades are Len Vanderschee of
Blackfalds, Alberta, Ken Groot of
Smithers, B.C., Ron De Boer of
Chatham, Ontario, Ed Groot of




Dr. James Ysseldyke, a leading
authority on current trends in
special education, was the speaker
at the Dordt College education
department's annual Winter
Seminar.
On Friday, January 31, Dr.
Ysseldyke spoke to approximately
150 teachers, administrators and
support staff from area schools.
The session was jointly sponsored
by Dordt and Area Education Agen-
cy IV. The Saturday, February 1
session was attended by student
teachers and other interested
students.
At both sessions Dr. Ysseldyke
talked about current practice in the
identification, assessment and
teaching of mildly handicapped
students, including the learning
disabled. He addressed many of
the weaknesses in current practice
and showed how future changes
will allow for improved services for
the student who is having difficulty
in the classroom. Ysseldyke em-
phasized that there are no special
techniques that are used only with
children who have been identified
as needing special education, but
that good instruction, which works
with all children, will benefit mildly
handicapped and learning disabled
Mens basketball winds up successful year
The Dordt College Men's Varsity
Basketball team is well into con-
ference action in the IOKOTACon-
ference. The Defenders overall
season record is 19-5,giving them
second place in their NAIA
District. Since the top six teams
make it to the playoffs, held during
the last week of February, the
Defenders seem assured of par-
ticipating.
Over the Christmas break the
team played in the Northwestern
Tournament in Orange City, Iowa,
and won the tournament. On
January 18 the team broke its
seven game winning streak by los-
ing to Northwestern College, but
the Defenders faced Northwestern
again on February 1 at Dordt and
won 87-79.
The two seniors on the team this
year, who are also the co-captains,
are Jim Richards of Geneva,
Nebraska, and Dave Brenneman of
Sioux Center, Iowa. Both are
. , .
strong team leaders and good
athletes, says Coach Rick Vander
Berg. GregVan Soelen from' Pella,
Iowa, is doing an outstanding job
for the Defenders. He averaqes
30.7 points per game, pulling him
in third place in the nation and in
second place for field goal percen-
tage in the nation with 67 percent.
Although Van Soelen is only'lh his.' '~' .
sophomore year, he has already
scored 1225career points, putting
him in second place for career
points ever at Dordt. The team is in
eighth place in the nation for a
shooting percentage of 54 percent.
The Defenders are looking tor-
ward to the remainder of the
season, according to Coach Rick
Vander Berg, and they hope to gain
some home court advantage for
playoffs. Although they have lost
two conference games, they still
hope to win the conference. This
goal gives them something to work
at for the rest of the season.
students as well.
According to Ysseldyke, many of
the current practices in the assess-
ment, identification and placement
of mildly handicapped students
are simply a function of tradition
and habit and are not well-related.
to the provision of educational ser-
vices. In addition, when services
are provided, teachers often use
activities which are not particularly TheWomen's Basketball team is
beneficial to student learning. well into season play with a pres-
Ysseldyke stated that many mildly ent record of 4 - 14. They have
handicapped students are simply taken two road trips this year, the
"curriculum casualties" who first to Minneapolis, Minnesota, for
demonstrate different rates of the Bethel Tournament and the
learning. The best way to help second to Colorado during the
these students is to provide in- Christmas vacation. These were
struction which takes into account both enjoyable times for the team.
different rates of learning and On both trips, after the games,
allows for increased student par- . there were alumni receptions for
ticipation in the learning process. the many alumni and fans who
Dr. Ysseldyke is a native of came out to watch the games.
Grand Rapids, Michigan where he There are six returning players
attended Calvin College. He has on the team this year. Senior Faye
been a special education teacher Woudstra of Orange City, Iowa, is
and a school psychologist and is captain of the team and holds the
currently teaching at the University career rebounding record for Dordt
of Minnesota where he also directs women. Lisa Ruisch of Ireton,
a major research project in special Iowa, Jacque Van Leeuwen of
education. He is currently the ex- Chino, California, and Julie
ecutive editor of Exceptional Broekhuis of Sioux Falls, South
Children, the major journal in Dakota are the returning juniors.
special education. Van Leeuwen plays center for the
Women's team takes to the road
team and is the leading scorer this
year. Ruisch and Broekhuis are
·both guards who are good; def~n-
sive players and are adept in set-
ting up the plays. Sue Dokter and
·Ruth Draayer, both sophomores
from Sioux Center,. Iowa, have
made great progress from last year
and continue. to contribute to the
team. The freshmen are Kristen
Hommes of Manhattan, Montana,
Jodi Slagter of Prinsburg,
Minnesota, and Jan Vander Zee of
South Holland, Illinois. Joe
·Dirksen is the assistant coach for
the team while Glenda Annema
and Sheryl Fedders are the
·managers.
Coach Len Rhoda commented
that he sees regular progress and
improvement in the team. He sees
this year's team as a good founda-
tion for next year.
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The professional involvements of Oardt
faculty members outside of the olassroom
reveal Dordt's commitment to provide
educational leadership in the Christian
community as well as among its own
students. By sharing these activities, we
hope to provide fellow Christians with tur-
ther resources, ideas, and encouragement
as they work to be of service in Christ's
Kingdom.
On November 2, Gene Westra, instructor
in education, presented a paper on "Rela-
tional Discipline and Freedom in the Learn-
ing Process" at the Trinity Christian College
annual conference on "Christian Ap-
proaches to Learning Theory."
. On January 20 and 21, Dr. George Faber,
professor of education, conducted a
workshop for the teachers of the Commun-
ity Christian School in Pease, Minnesota.
Faber outlined criteria for selecting an
elementary science curriculum.
The Voice, an outreach of Dordt Col-
lege, is sent to you as alumni and frlends
of Christian Higher Education, The Voice
is published in October, December,
March, and June to share information
about the programs, activities and needs
of the college.
Send address corrections and cor-
respondence to: VOICE, Dordt College,
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. On January 4, Dr. Joan Rlngerwole, pro-
fessor of music, conducted a workshop for
church organists on service playing and
repertoire at Georgetown Christian
Reformed Church in Hudsonville, Ml.
Dr. James C. Schaap, associate professor
of English, had stories published in the
January/February Today's Christian Woman
and in the February Minnesota Monthly.
On January 24, members of the Student
Affairs Staff, John De Jager, Laurie
HallqUist, Quentin Van Essen, and Marlon
Van Soelen, attended a joint conference
with their counterparts at Trinity Christian
College, Calvin College, and Redeemer Col-
lege. Participants discussed and shared
ideas and issues relevent to student affairs
personnel at Christian colleges.
Norman Matheis and Joanne Alberda,
members of Dordt's art department, ex-
hibited their show of paintings, quilts and a
stained glass window at Northwestern
College, Orange City, Iowa, during the
month of January.
Dale Grotenhuls, professor of music, con-
ducted high school choir festivals in
Kenosha, WI, and Mason City, lA, on
February 21 and 28. Grotenhuis is currently
working on some new settings of psalms
and hymns tor the new Psalter Hymnal.
Koldenhoven and Schaap
awarded Ph.Ds
Two Dordt professors have been awarded
their Ph.D's. James Koldenhoven of the
theatre arts department was granted a
degree in theatre from the University of
Minnesota, and James Schaap from the
English department received his doctorate
in English from the University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee.
Koldenhoven, in his dissertation "A
Structuralist Approach to the Realistic
Drama of William Vaugn Moody," applied
modern critical theory to the play The Great
Divide. Koldenhoven became interested in
Moody when he realized that Mo09Y was
one of very few Americans to write a new
play during the 30 years around the turn of
the century. This period was a time of tran-
sition from realism to other modes of ar-
tistlc expression, says Dr. Koldenhoven.
Religion and politics became progressive.
"But from 1890 to 1920, there was almost no
new American drama written. Why the
vacuum?" asked Koldenhoven. He decided
to examine the drama of Moody, an English
professor and poet who wrote his only two
plays, The Great Divide and The Faith
Hea/er, in the middle of this transitional
period.
Schaap'S dissertation, a novel titled
Home Free, explores how the weight of the
t , , , it * . ,., .,0$"'" 0.·. t .,
past bears on the present. Hank and 11a
Pretenpol are home on missionary furlough
from EI Salvador, visiting Hank's parents.
Tension builds when Hank and his father,
Wim, take up an old struggle. Wim constant-
ly preaches at Hank; lIa resents it. After
some tragic events, Hank reconsiders his
relationship with his father and begins to
learn that even though home is where he
has been in bondage, home Is also where he
must find release. The novel is being
published by Crossway Books and will be
released this spring.
Both Koldenhoven and Schaap have
dedicated many years of teaching to Dordt
College. Dr. Koldenhoven has been
teaching English and theatre since 1963.
Although there was no theatre department
for the first 15 years that he taught,
Koldenhoven sponsored the Thalians,
Dordt's drama club during those years. His
dedication to drama was instrumental in the
establishment of the theatre arts depart-
ment in 1977. Schaap has been teaching
English at Dordt College since 1976. He
became Interested in writing when he at-
tended Dordt as a student. As an English
professor he has cultivated that interest
and published several books.
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